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Abstract

Following the Second World War\ higher education in Mexico began a series of fundamental
changes that taken together\ altered the pro_le of the traditional university[ It developed into
a system which in its academic\ social and political functions became highly complex as well as
diverse\ given the variety of institutional options and professional development schemes[

The transition took place both at the institutional level and was system wide[ The former
was accompanied by expansion in the organisation as a whole[ It involved updating the
curriculum and the overhaul of administrative\ managerial and planning mechanisms[ At the
latter level\ the most signi_cant change involved reforming the major component parts^ the
territorial distribution of access to education\ and carried across the various _elds of knowledge
and disciplines\ bore down on the level and allocation of di}erent funding sources[ These
developments are best analysed within the perspective context of academic diversi_cation and
di}erentiation[ Þ 0888 International Association of Universities[ Published by Elsevier Science
Ltd[ All rights reserved[

0[ Introduction

In the development of higher education in Mexico from the immediate post war
period to the present\ several phases of development can be discerned[0 The _rst\
beginning in the 0849s was taken up with establishing the institutional base of a
system of public universities throughout the country\ with laying out conditions for
scienti_c research\ and with de_ning the role of the professional academic worker\ in
e}ect\ the responsibilities of full time members of academic sta} and researchers[

� E!mail] robertoÝservidor]unam[mx[
0 For the division of universities development into phases or periods see\ among others\ Fuentes "0872#^

Ibarrola "0875#^ Kent "0881#^ Padua "0883#^ Villasen½or "0883#^ Rodr(�guez Go�mez "0884#^ Varela "0885#[
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During the 59s\ a new model for university reform was put in place\ largely in~u!
enced by international trends[ It laid considerable stress on strategies for consolidating
institutional research and cultural activities[ The curriculum was expanded[ Graduate
studies were strengthened[ Faculty training and study abroad were set up around
scholarship programmes[

Mexican universities in the 0859s sought to modernise themselves\ to forge links
with a global model of development that emphasised industrialisation\ and the upgra!
ding and preservation of academic excellence[1

The 0869s ushered in a di}erent phase\ one associated above all with an expansion
of the system[ The decade saw an unprecedented rise in the number of students\ sta}\
support workers and facilities[ Expansion threw up new challenges for universities
which\ with the design and putting in place of curriculum innovation both at the high
school and at bachelor level\ also brought in their train the standardisation of planning
formulas for the execution of both academic and administrative tasks which in their
turn required further adaptation in the framework laying down general standards
and setting out institutional regulations[

This phase of expansion which also involved substantial educational innovation\
culminated in the _rst part of the 0879s[ From that point on a cycle whose most
important features were the redistribution of access to education in all aspects\ and
the transition from planning schemes to ex!post evaluation formulas and productivity
incentives gathered momentum[

The di}erent elements of change introduced into the Mexican higher education
system in recent times were the product of a converging number of factors and
pressures\ of which the most relevant are]

"a# the relationship between the state and the system of higher education in general
and institutions in particular\ the expression of these relations through organ!
isational policies and reform strategies^

"b# social demands placed upon the university^
"c# the mobilisation of faculty members\ students and workers within the institutions^

and
"d# the adaptation to guidelines generated by international models of higher education

development

The links between these aspects may serve to draw up a general perspective with
which to explain changing trends in the higher education system[ It is\ however\
important to focus on analysing the particular circumstances which accompanied the
cycles of expansion and contraction\ as well as on the major repercussions they have
had upon the current condition of higher education[

1 For the development of Mexican universities in the 0859s see] Urquidi + Lajous "0856#^ King et al[
"0861#^ Castrejo�n "0885#^ and Fuentes "0872#[ "Translator|s note] Some Mexican public universities included
High School as a part of their curricular structure[#
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1[ The cycle of expansion

In 0849\ the student population at the bachelor|s level was under 29 999\ which at
that time represented 0[2) of young people aged between 19Ð13 years old[ Six years
later\ enrolment had doubled[ By 0859 there were more than 79 999 students at the
undergraduate level\ that is to say 1[5) of the relevant age group "see Table 0#[

Several factors came together in the 0849s and which ushered in the _rst stage of
growth[ In the course of that decade the number of public universities doubled[ Prior
to 0849 there were 01 institutions ranked as universities\2 including the National
Polytechnic Institute[3 Between 0849 and 0859\ 02 public universities were established
throughout the country[4 In 0842 the National Autonomous University of Mexico
"UNAM#5 inaugurated its university city campus[ During the 0859s the rate of growth
of the previous decade "8[6) annual average# held stable\ due mainly to the policy of

Table 0
Mexico] Higher Education System Bachelors level student body

Year Population 0st year Total university )
19Ð13 years students student body coverage

0849 1 188 223 17[718 0[29
0844 35[594
0859� 1 836 961 72[954 1[71
0854 039[737
0869 3 921 230 54[05 109[000 4[10
0864 038[618 364[777
0879 5 043 416 085[458 620[180 00[77
0874 114[023 850[357
0889 6 718 052 130[083 0 967[089 02[66
0884 165[727 0 106[329

� Number corresponds to 0850[
Sources] INEGI\ 0883[ ANUIES\ 0884[

2 The Universidad Nacional Auto�noma de Me�xico "0809#\ the Michoacana de San Nicola�s de Hidalgo
"0806#\ the Auto�noma de Sinaloa "0807#\ the Auto�noma de Yucata�n "0811#\ the Auto�noma de San Luis
Potos(� "0812#\ the Universidad de Guadalajara "0814#\ the Auto�noma de Nuevo Leo�n "0822#\ the Auto�noma
de Puebla "0826#\ the Instituto Polite�cnico National "0826# and the universities of Colima "0839#\ Sonora
"0831#\ Veracruz "0832# and Guanajuato "0834#[

3 The National Polytechnical Institute was founded in 0826[
4 The Universidad Auto�noma de Morelos "0842#\ the Auto�noma of Chihuahua "0843#\ the Instituto

Tecnolo�gico of Sonora "0844#\ the Universidad Auto�noma Benito Jua�rez of Oaxaca "0844#\ the Auto�noma
de Estado de Me�xico "0845#\ the Auto�noma of Tamaulipas "0845#\ the Auto�noma of Coahuila "0846#\ the
Universidad Jua�rez of Durango "0846#\ the Auto�noma of Baja California "0846#\ the Auto�noma of
Zacatecas "0847#\ the Universidad Jua�rez Auto�noma of Tabasco "0847#\ the Auto�noma of Quere�taro "0848#
and the Auto�noma of Guerrero "0859#[

5 The student body at the Nacional University|s Ciudad Universitaria\ totaled 14 999\ a _gure that
doubled in less than 09 years[
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consolidating institutions established in the 0849s[ Four more universities were foun!
ded in that period6 and despite the fact that universities outside Mexico City began
to meet regional demand\ more than half the university enrolment at the end of the
0859s was to be found in the capital city[

Against this context background\ and given the start of expansion of universities
throughout the country\ a stage of rapid and profound transformation in the higher
education system took place at the beginning of the 0869s[ During that decade\
expansion was the key element of the transformation experienced\ to the degree that
growth exerted pressure on institutions to renew their structures\ policies and academic
as well as administrative practices[

The decision to increase the dimensions of the system took place in a political
context in which a reform of the educational system represented an undeniable priority
for the government[

The growth and expansion experienced by the system of higher education evolved
into a series of conditions that modi_ed the organisational structure of university
education as such[ Among the traits already mentioned\ let us note the following]

First\ the break up of the negotiating round among the state\ the higher education
system\ and the demands of di}erent social groups[ On one hand\ the expansion of
access to high school and higher education was a priority for the government\ given
the social pressures generated by structural processes\ particularly the demographic
aspect\ urbanisation and emergence of the middle class\ which coupled with the e}ects
of public education policies during the 0849s and 59s\ favoured the growth of basic
and secondary education[ Added to this was the priority\ backed by the government
of higher education aligned with economic development[ On the other hand\ following
the crisis brought about by the events of 0857 in Mexico\ the executive sought to re!
establish its authority and political prestige among the middle classes and amongst
intellectuals[7 This it did by speeding up the assimilation of dissident groups through
the time!honoured practice of co!optation[ A further move to the same end involved
the creation of jobs and employment in public administration\ but supporting projects
which involved a greater participation of such groups in and thus a commitment to\
public institutions and\ not unnaturally\ those which were both educational and
cultural in scope[

On the economic front\ government support in favour of higher education devel!
opment has the solid backing of international consensus inasmuch as higher eduction
was held to be crucial to economic development*a notion which at that time\ took
the form of solid _nancing investment for educational projects by international
agencies such as the World Bank\ the Interamerican Development Bank8 and private

6 The Universidad Auto�noma of Hidalgo "0850#\ the Auto�noma del Carmen "0854#\ the Auto�noma of
Campeche "0854# and the Auto�noma of Nayarit "0858#[

7 See Zermen½o "0870#^ Bartolucci + Rodr(�guez Go�mez "0872#^ and Varela "0885#[
8 In this regard\ Roc(�o Llarena says] {{The orchestration of this strategy "support for educational pro!

grams# was carried out by international agencies such as the Interamerican Development Bank\ the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development\ and the Agency for International Development[
To this end\ large amounts of funds for educacion were transferred in the form of loans\ grants\ scholarships\
etc[ In this matter between 0854 and 0864\ 340[8 million dollars were transfered to educational systems in
Latin American countries|| "Llarena\ 0880]46#[
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foundations such as Ford\ Rockefeller and Mellon[ Politically\ the state|s strategy of
university expansion can be interpreted as a form of assimilation[ By the same token\
it may also be seen as a form of anticipated response to the social and political
demands*and most particularly those of the middle classes[ Thus\ the commitment
to autonomous universities represented not only an opportunity for such classes to
put in train the process of change\ transformation and development[ It also served
and assimilated a growing student body[

Secondly\ one must take into account the perception\ shared amongst academia\
that educational reforms and innovation were no less necessary[ Against this back!
drop\ such a conviction spurred on a broad!ranging process of change which extended
to the curriculum\ to the drawing up of new organisational patterns involving depart!
mental\ modular\ open and even multicampus systems\ the creation of new degree
programmes\ the updating of those already in place\ the introduction of educational
technology and to the development of new teaching methods[ The thrust of reform
also extended to such _elds as course content design\ faculty training and evaluation*
in short\ a thorough review of the traditional roles of Faculty and students[ It was\ in
e}ect\ a most comprehensive range of essential transformations[

The educational innovations of the 0869s developed in parallel to and alongside
the traditional systems[ As we have noted\ reform in the university system lay prin!
cipally in creating new entities rather than modifying existing ones[ This took the
form of establishing the open university\ creating new high schools and units of higher
education\ developing graduate studies and research\ giving support for those bodies
involved in cultural promotion and the opening of new universities\ among others[

One of the most important aspects in curriculum reform lay in the fact that they
derived from two di}erent social constructs[ The _rst of these stemmed from the
radical discourse which had been characteristic of the social movement during the
0859s[ Its conceptual and methodological elements drew heavily\ however\ on a
pedagogy intended to link higher education with the goals of industrialisation\ held
to be inherent to industrial economies[09 In part\ such contradictions explain some of
the obstacles which programmes designed to overhaul the university met when inten!
tion moved on to implementation[

Thirdly\ the development of administrative and planning functions as an alternative
form of university administration\ was scarcely realistic when set against the existing
relationship between state and the system of higher education\ not to mention the
situation which existed within the universities themselves[00

The emergence of new individuals and of new social actors within the university
and the rede_nition of traditional professional\ political and social roles certainly
modi_ed the university landscape[ Expansion opened university access to a more
diverse student body*diverse in terms of its social class origin and in terms of its
having a higher proportion of women[ Universities ceased being primarily urban
institutions[ It also opened up new paths for professional development[ Trades Unions

09 See Rodr(�guez Go�mez "0883#[
00 See Casanova "0885#[
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and other labour organisations strengthened their role as defenders of the interests of
the academic community whilst for its part\ the place of the administratorÐcivil
servant assumed enormous weight in the political ecology of the university[

The growth of the university transformed it into a highly important market place
for the professions and most especially so for the _rst wave of students which gradu!
ated during this period[ For them\ the doors to academia were wide open and they
could remain in university either as members of academic sta} or as junior o.cials[01

Furthermore\ given the simultaneous growth in the services of the State\ job oppor!
tunities rose in keeping with rising demand for higher education which expansion
itself generated[

2[ The cycle of stagnation and diversi_cation

The outstanding feature of the transformations which the university in Mexico dallied
with during the 0879s was the loss of precisely that dynamism so evident in the
previous decade[ In e}ect\ the two basic instruments on which educational policy of the
0869s rested*growth and reform*did not open the way to the further development of
the higher education system[

On one hand\ by bending to political and economic pressures\ the thrust of edu!
cational reform\ which had turned mainly around establishing curricular alternatives\
yielded before an experimentation far less bold in scope[ The centre of attention
focused on such aspects as developing other major courses or graduate programmes\
the reform of study contents and experiments with teaching techniques\ the latter
particularly in opening up alternative paths of access to learning\ often presented in
terms of open university provision[ This in essence revolved around techniques of
self!instruction\ distance education and tutorial techniques as well as monitoring the
learning process itself[02

At the same time\ the functions of planning at institutional and system|s level
acquired great importance in de_ning educational policy[ Such functions acquired
additional weight largely as a result of the emphasis placed upon the design and
development of strategies and instruments intended to co!ordinate the plethora of
planning organisations and which emerged in a series of working agreements between
the Public Education Secretariat "SEP#\ the National Association of Universities
and Institutions of Higher Education "ANUIES# and the institutions of higher
education[

On the other hand\ the strategy of general quantitative growth\ gave way before a
policy of decentralising the organisations responsible for regulating the conditions of
academic work[ The upshot of this was not only did the higher education system cease
growing[ Its ability properly to face demand was no less curtailed[ This is not to say

01 See Gill et al[ "0883#[
02 For the changes to the university system in the 0879s\ see the work of Villasen½or "0883#^ Padua "0883#^

Arredondo "0884#^ Kent "0884# and Rodr(�guez Go�mez "0884#[
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that higher education remained unchanged from the start to the _nish of the decade[
On the contrary\ it underwent important modi_cations in such aspects as the geo!
graphical distribution of access to study\ the vocational orientation of the school
population\ the balance between public and private institutions and in respect of the
proportion of students enrolled at universities and at technological institutions[ These
changes lend themselves to various and di}erent interpretations[

, Sta`nation in the capacity to meet potential demand[ Despite the fact that during the
decade 0879Ð78\ university enrolment showed positive growth\ the relative annual
increase in the supply of places was equal to the demographic growth rate of those
of school age[ This means that\ despite the e}ort to maintain a growing supply the
ability of the system to accommodate that supply remained unchanged between the
beginning and the end of the decade[

, Differentiation in supply "universities and technological education#[ That the tech!
nical segment of higher education in Mexico registered during the decade a much
higher growth rate compared with the university sector was not particularly sig!
ni_cant[ Though the number of public institutions of higher education in technology
"Technological Institutes# increased signi_cantly more important by far was the fact
that such growth went hand in hand with a policy of decentralisation which made
it possible to cover virtually the entire nation[ However\ public sector university
places were limited to expanding facilities in already existing institutions[

, Enrolment increase by disciplinary _elds[ In the 0879s\ the distribution of enrolments
across the main _elds of knowledge remained sound[ However\ new disciplines and
_elds of learning and science in particular those related to computer science\
emerged[ At the same time\ the demand for the traditional disciplines "law\ account!
ing\ administration\ medicine and civil engineering# became strengthened[ Yet\ a
trend in the preference for marketable disciplines as opposed to the liberal arts and
sciences is quite evident[

, The balance between public and private systems[ Although throughout the decade
the quantitative balance between public and private sectors of higher education did
not show signi_cant change "between 05 and 07) of total enrolment found places
in private institutions#\ more important by far is the increase in the number of new
private establishments which taught in the main a limited number of traditional
disciplines which in turn drew on a minimum amount of facilities and human
resources[ Thus\ a third sector "di}ering from the humanistic and technological#
emerged\ gained force\ and matured in the present decade[

This shift in strategy*towards diversi_cation instead of concentrated growth*
which began in 0871 and continued throughout the decade\ is directly tied in with the
change in the general model of development adopted during president Miguel de la
Madrid|s term of o.ce[ It can be interpreted within the context of reorganising public
administration generally and more particularly the education system which took place
during these years[

Mexico faced the economic crisis of the early 79s by introducing changes in the
_nancial domain and in _scal policy[ Reform of public administration involved cutting
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public expenditure and streamlining both institutions and bureaucracy[03 Against this
background\ the percentage of the natural budget assigned to education was not
only severely reduced\04 but also changed in priority[ Public investment in education
concentrated primarily on making up for de_ciencies in elementary education\ and to
a lesser degree\ on developing new facets of high school education with a technological
focus so that students could enter the quali_ed work!force immediately[

The congruency of this formula can be seen with the changes in priorities that were
being set forth by international organisations such as UNESCO\ IDB and the World
Bank[ They recommended that funds be channelled preferably to basic and tech!
nological education\ since the highest rate of return was obtained in these sectors of
education[

Within higher education\ particular emphasis was attached to the implementation
of planning and evaluation mechanisms and processes of a sectoral nature[ If the
instruments of change during the expansionary period were growth and innovation\
during this latter period the co!ordination and rationalisation of the system|s units was
favoured[ Thus\ a cluster of programs and plans was drawn up\ the most important of
which were] the National Plan for Higher Education in Mexico for the years 0870Ð
80 "ANUIES\ 0871#\ the National Program for Higher Education "PRONAES# in
0872 and the Integral Program for the Development of Higher Education "PROIDES#
de_ned by the SEP and ANUIES in 0875[ These programs laid down the structure of
institutional\ local\ regional and national co!ordinating bodies charged with
implementing projects which emerged from the planning process[05

3[ Trends

In the 0889s some trends developed during the previous decade were consolidated\
while others have changed course[ Here\ we shall examine some of the most notable
changes\ particularly those which deal with the distribution of educational oppor!
tunity

3[0[ Chan`es in distribution by institutional type

The boom that private institutions experienced during the 79s\ held steady and allowed
them to increase their presence in higher education[ In the _rst four years of the 0889s\
15 private institutions were set up[ This included only one new university*in the

03 In 0871\ when Miguel de la Madrid became president\ the public sector was going through an
unprecedented budget de_cit equivalent to 07) of the GDP[ The Central Banks reserves were virtually
exhausted and the public and private investment reached almost a total halt "See INEGI\ 0883]634Ð637#[

04 In the 0869s the percentage of the government budget oscillated between 29Ð39)[ During the 0879s
this percentage fell to 19) "INEGI\ 0883#[

05 See Palla�n "0882#[
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state of Quintana Roo\ 00 higher education technological institutes\ and four so!
called {technological universities|[

The creation of new schools\ and the consolidation and expansion of those created
during the previous decade has shifted the balance between public and private entities
signi_cantly[ The proportion of students registered in public schools\ a _gure that
remained stable during the 79s\ fell to 79[8) in 0881[ The most recent data is 67)[06

3[1[ Tendencies in distribution by discipline

Here\ trends established during the last ten years have remained stable[ Enrolments
continue to drop in such _elds as agricultural sciences\ the natural and exact sciences
as well as the health sciences[ In 0878\ agricultural sciences enrolled 54 999 students\
or 5[1) of total enrolment\ a _gure that had fallen to less than 2) by 0884[

The phenomenon is repeated in the case of natural and exact sciences\ though at a
slower pace[ In 0878 the discipline accounted for 1[6) of total enrolment\ but only
0[8) in 0883[ A similar trend is observed in health sciences^ between 0878 and 0883
its participation dropped from 00 to 8[4)[ In all three _elds\ total enrolment in
0884 was less than in 0878[ The social sciences and management!related _elds have
maintained their growth[ In 0884\ slightly more than 49) of all students were enrolled
in degree programs in these areas[ An analysis based on speci_c disciplines shows that
expansion is due to increased demand in accounting\ administrative and computer!
related _elds[

The area of engineering and technological education rose slightly in recent years\
growing at an average annual rate of 2[4)[ This is due to enormous demand for
professional development in computer science related disciplines[

Finally\ education and the humanities has maintained its proportion of 2) with
respect to total enrolment*unchanged between 0870 and 0878[ Constant demand for
degrees in education!related areas has contributed to the relative stability in this _eld[

3[2[ Chan`es in enrolment distribution by `ender

Di}erences in demand for higher education\ based on gender\ are an interesting
phenomenon[ Two distinct tendencies are discernible] "a# women students have taken
advantage of higher education opportunities to the point where they account for
almost the same proportion as the males^ "b# the phenomenon of relative equality
among sexes is due not only to an increase in the proportion of women\ but also to a
simultaneous drop in the absolute number of men who have sought places in higher
education[

In 0870 the proportion of women in higher education was approximately 29)^ in
0874 this percentage increased to 24)^ in 0878 it reached 28)^ and in 0884 it reached

06 Information provided by ANUIES and Sistema de Informacio�n Estad(�stica 0884 "SINIES!0884#[
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34)[07 The average annual growth rate is very di}erent between men and women^
while the rate at which women entered the system grew at an average of 4[5) yearly
between 0874 and 0884[ Growth rate among males was only 9[0) in the same period[
During the 0889s\ the number of women has grown continually*the 0884 _gure
exceeds by more than 049 999 the corresponding statistics for 0874*while the number
of men has remained virtually unchanged[ The statistics referring to _rst!time students
at bachelor|s level show that the number of men entering higher education in 0884
was lower than those registering in 0878[ The double tendency of {feminization| and
{desmasculinization| in higher education enrolment applies across di}erent disciplines\
although the proportion varies in each[08

We have set out with the purpose of examining the general guidelines for the
development of higher education in Mexico[ We have analysed the issue of broader
access to higher education\ the principal priorities set out in public policy towards
university education and in particular the trends in matriculation across the three
periods under scrutiny[ Two major phases or cycles have emerged\ the _rst of which
runs from the 0849s through to the start of the 0879s\ whilst the second\ covering the
period of the 0879s and 0889s\ is one of recession and system diversi_cation[

During both the previous and the present decades\ a clear and progressive loss of
dynamism in the policy of growth\ set in[ In contrast to this situation\ the ability of
higher education to meet the pressures of social demand has barely held steady[

Even so\ the higher education system has evolved in several directions[ In the _rst
place\ overarching changes have taken place which may be grouped under the heading
of enhanced rationality\ e.cacy and e.ciency\ both at the systems and at the insti!
tutional level and most speci_cally in the areas of planing and administration[ In the
second place stands a series of developments mainly in the area of student subject
choice with the consequent modi_cations to vocational preferences which emphasise
those degree programs linked to jobs in the service sector and for salaried employment[
In the third place\ new patterns and new distribution of places are also evident[ Such
change in patterns are the outcome of the support a}orded to those provinces with

07 Data from the annual statistics report of The National Association of Universities and Institutions of
Higher Education "ANUIES# and the National System of Information on Higher Education "SINES!
0884#[

08 Agricultural!related disciplines continue to be predominantly male "almost 79) of registered students
are men#\ but even in this case the trend has been the incorporation of a large proportion of women[ In
0873 the proportion of women was 04[4)\ while in 0884 it had risen to 19[8)[ In the natural and exact
sciences\ the growth rate for men was negative in the 0878Ð84 period\ while the incorporation of women
grew at an annual rate of 0) in that period[ The same occurred in the health sciences\ to the degree that
women became the majority in that _eld[ In 0874\ the proportion of women was 37)\ in 0878 it was 44)\
and in 0884 it rose to 48[3)[ In the social sciences and business administration\ registration grew for both
men and women\ although at a quicker rate among the latter\ reverting the proportion among the sexes^
in 0874 the proportion of men was 44)\ while in 0884 it was 34[6)[ In education and the humanities
equality among the sexes was achieved at the beginning of the 79s^ the proportion of women currently
stands at 54[1)[ Finally\ in engineering and technology\ a _eld typically favored by men\ the gap between
men to women has progressively narrowed^ while women represented 05[4) in 0874\ by 0884 they
represented 14[4) due to the fact that their registration doubled during that period while male registration
rose only 19) "data from the annual statistics report of the ANUIES#[
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the greatest place de_cit\ in promoting graduate and technological training inter alia[
Finally\ in contrast to the stagnation of places in public sector higher education\ a
signi_cant shift in the balance of public and private universities has taken place to
the extent that private universities began to provide an e}ective alternative to the
public sector which has not been able to keep up with social demand for higher
education[

4[ An agenda for discussion

In the international debate19 over the innovations which universities ought to take on
board\ a general consensus appears to exist with respect to the basic problems
involved*to wit\ meeting demand\ quality and the appropriateness of the training
dispensed[ One may perhaps sense a certain convergency around the need to promote
certain reforms held to present solutions to the current crisis\ just as one may detect
a general agreement over the key role which higher education may play in developing
that self!sustaining technological capability indispensable if competition is to be
maintained in a global economy[

Be that as it may\ fundamental di}erences exist in respect of both the content and
the means of implementing such reforms as well as in respect of those measures held
to be appropriate for putting them in train[

Although ample agreement exists on the need to achieve a balance between the
supply and demand for higher education\ just as there is to train a body of graduates\
technicians and scientists of su.cient volume and quality to meet the challenge of a
global system of production and management\ it is nevertheless equally true that less
agreement exists with respect of the measures to attain these objectives[ Should
university systems continue to grow< What techniques of teaching are required<
Whose is the responsibility for _nancing such expansion and modernisation of uni!
versities< Who is to de_ne the speci_c changes which are to be introduced< These and
other questions are crucial to moving from an agenda of intentions and objectives to
a program of concrete action[

In guise of a conclusion\ I will point out some of the challenges that\ in my opinion\
require a timely solution if we are to enter the 10st Century with a university stronger
and one that continues to develop[

, Demand and quality[ The dynamics of change over the past decade created a broad
array of combinations of academic size and quality\ ranging from large institutions
with satisfactory levels of quality\ very small entities with precarious quality stan!
dards\ and any number of combinations between these extremes[ If\ in the past\ the

19 During the 89s\ the debate regarding the crises\ processes and alternatives for change for universities
has undoubtedly been a priority in the study of higher education systems worldwide[ In the Latin American
context\ there is an abundance of literature referring to these problems^ however it is worth reviewing\
among others\ the texts from CEPAL "0871#^ World Bank "0883#^ UNESCO "0884#\ as well as compilations
by Malo + Morley "0885# and Kent "0885#[
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discourse of educational policy placed meeting educational demand and quality as
alternatives to each other\ today it is evident that both objectives*improving
higher education levels of social demand and upgrading the quality of university
functions*are not negotiable[ Both must be pursued simultaneously in order to
consolidate a system of universities that can compete with the standards already
present\ in one way or another\ in developed and newly industrialised nations[

, Equality and equity[ Equality engages the capacity of the higher education system
to o}er opportunities for advanced education to all those who meet the necessary
academic quali_cations\ regardless of social status\ gender\ age\ or any other social
or cultural condition[ The ability to o}er the same opportunities to all requires a
continually pursued {match| between the supply and demand present in a system of
higher education[ This is a di.cult task to achieve given the many pressures exerted
by external forces and dynamics\ such as] demography^ policies prevalent in elemen!
tary and middle schools and in the labour market[ The issue of equal opportunities
within higher education does not eliminate problems which exist between social
inequality as a whole and higher education[ There is in addition\ the issue of socially
egalitarian education^ that is to say\ those policies the goal of which is to assure
minimum quality standards among the institutions charged with providing a uni!
versity education[ Once we bear this objective in mind\ a common goal ought to be
to avoid some of the e}ects which follow from the liberalisation of option paths in
higher education\ a process which\ in general terms\ has o}set some of the di.culties
involved in expanding the number of universities[ One of the consequences of such
liberalisation is that it results in expanding the di}erent forms of social segmentation
by pressing on with an institutionally di}erentiated system[

, Institutional diversity[ The current drive towards institutional diversi_cation\ which
_nds its origin in the process of {privatising| educational services as well in functional
specialisation within the higher education system itself\ has served as a species of
safety valve for the _nancial restrictions placed on public universities[ It has also
provided an answer to the multitude of social and economic demands which bear
down on higher education[ Yet\ an institutional sector which discharges the func!
tions of higher education\ albeit at a level of quality that is far from satisfactory\ is
an option all too often repeated[
In this situation\ the creation or strengthening of accreditation bodies and those
procedures which give licence for institutions to teach\ to accept students and to
award degrees\ bodies which from time to time evaluate how universities have
performed\ is a necessary step[ There is every reason to develop further discussion
around the topic of accreditation and around the agencies called upon to carry it
out\ whether they be government bodies\ those involved in university administration
or non government organisations such as discipline!based learned societies\ pro!
fessions and alumni associations[

, Re`ional development[ Higher education institutions modify the environment in
which they are founded[ They a}ect the surrounding land value by providing urban
infrastructure\ cultural activities and employment opportunities[ Besides being the
focus of attraction for an increased demand for education\ they also represent a
magnet for regional development[ If strategies of decentralising the educational
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supply are to be oriented towards regional development\ and thereby overcoming a
time!lag in the regional distribution of resources\ investment has to be made in
founding high quality universities in di}erent regions and channelled towards this
end[ Such a policy deals with the saturation of demand for traditional disciplines
whilst at the same time ensuring a better geographic distribution across the national
territory of the professions[ And\ not least\ it should make for a better distribution
of high quality teachers\ researchers and thereby academic standards[

, Flexible curriculum[ The university|s ability to meet the demands of the modern
world requires substantive changes in the content of all disciplines "what is taught
and why# in teaching methods and the transmission of knowledge "how to teach#[
It also demands changes in the area of evaluation and certi_cation\ all areas where
at the threshold of the 10st century\ outdated practices still prevail[ If modernisation
in higher education is to be with e}ect and to move it to a higher level of devel!
opment\ it demands a process of teaching and learning which is interactive[ Students
need a wide range of options for training provided by means of ~exible curricular
modules[ And equally necessary is the promotion of continuing education and
training as an inbuilt element in the values and professional ethic of academia itself[

, Financin`[ Access to better standards and the expansion of capacity to meet demand
have as a condition the extension of the _nancial base[ This is somewhat problematic
given the economic recession which countries in the region currently face[ Even so\
experimenting with other alternatives in cooperation with the private and public
sectors\ is indispensable[ Nor is the recovery of the cost involved in enrolment via
systems of grants\ loans and any other options\ in addition to providing such
university!based services as hospitals and clinics\ tutorial and consultancies\ system
management\ technological design and patents\ any the less urgent[

, Evaluation and innovation[ The evaluation of university output and productivity
now acts as an essential component of the academic process[ Evaluation has been
related\ speci_cally\ to supervision and control of routine tasks\ to selective incen!
tives and in some cases to budget and spending accountability[ Evaluation takes on
a new meaning the moment it encourages those innovations necessary for the
advancement of both of the systems modernisation and the overhaul of its com!
ponent parts[ In this sense\ establishing a connection between structure and function
of both evaluation and innovation is a fundamental necessity[

, Governability[ University governability10 is often conceived as that process of nego!
tiation involving a cluster of {internal| political relations "between University auth!
orities and all actors of academic life# and {external| political relations "between the
university\ the public sector and society#[ It is evident that the long standing pre!
eminence of the ties between state and university in de_ning such relationships is
no longer as conducive as once it might have been in establishing those priorities
and strategies which advance change[
A more complex system of relations is taking its place\ one in which the traditional

10 The Orlando Albornoz article {La reinvencio�n de la Universidad los con~ictos y dilemas de la gob!
ernabilidad en Ame�rica Latina y el Caribe| in Malo and Morely "Eds[# "0885#[
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actors of university policy interact with a number of newly emerging elements
"political parties and interest groups\ non!governmental organisations\ business
leaders\ professional associations\ religious organisations\ social movements\ etc[#[
The university|s capacity to lay down stable and productive links which respond to
such new demands and responsibilities in contemporary society are a key factor in
the dynamics of institutional change[
The seemingly contradictory development of greater autonomy and greater involve!
ment11 obliges universities to design new instruments with which to satisfy society|s
demands and of those of the state as the new century looms[

, Social relevance[ Although institutions cannot guarantee their graduates employ!
ment\ it is the responsibility of university education to contribute to providing a
more ~exible professional labour market[ Diversifying and reshaping the supply
of professional training\ improving the quality and applicability of knowledge\
promoting the permanent training of professors\ designing alternatives for the
constant growth in demand\ orienting students toward work and productivity rather
than exclusively toward being salaried employees\ are but a few of the actions and
steps that universities may take in an e}ort to break the vicious cycle[
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